The study of economics develops analytical skills important in the decision-making process and provides a broad understanding of the business environment. Knowledge of economics is also essential for responsible participation in public debate on economic and social issues.
Success in the Classroom

Economics courses provide students with the theoretical foundation required to analyze economic problems and help business and government leaders make better decisions.

Economics majors are required to take courses in:
›› Accounting
›› Finance
›› Statistics
›› Marketing
›› Management

“With economics, you learn not only a practical application of the field, but you also learn to analyze from a whole new perspective. The professors are tough, but they’re also fun, engaging, and they truly care about your success both in and out of the classroom.”

- Leigh Anna Stone ’13

Success in Economics

Breech economics majors are prepared for careers in business, government and higher education.

Economics graduates include:
›› An analyst at the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City
›› A volunteer with AmeriCorps in Los Angeles
›› An investment banker in New York City
›› A graduate student in the economics program at the University of Kansas

100% of all Drury business students graduate with global study abroad experiences to enhance their global business knowledge.

100% of all Drury business graduates report working in their chosen field or progressing on to graduate programs.

95% of Drury business students graduate with practical internship experience.

Alumni Spotlight: Charles Hachtel ’04
Vice-President Commercial Loans, OakStar Bank

Many decisions in my profession are influenced by economic data, and thanks to the Breech School of Business, I have received a great education in economics. The professors at Breech are very encouraging and they set aside time for each and every student to ensure that student understands the course material. I have no doubt I am stronger as a professional due to the economics degree I received from Drury University.